Abstract-Sybil attacks in social and information systems have serious security implications. Out of many defence schemes, Graph-based Sybil Detection (GSD) had the greatest attention by both academia and industry. Even though many GSD algorithms exist, there is no analytical framework to reason about their design, especially as they make different assumptions about the used adversary and graph models. In this paper, we bridge this knowledge gap and present a unified framework for systematic evaluation of GSD algorithms. We used this framework to show that GSD algorithms should be designed to find local community structures around known non-Sybil identities, while incrementally tracking changes in the graph as it evolves over time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today's online systems are open: any user can join the system by providing an identity that is issued by either the system itself or by a trusted third-party. For example, Facebook users can join more than 9 million other websites and online services by simply authenticating with their existing user accounts [1] . In such identity-based systems, each user is intended to have a single identity and is expected to use this identity when interacting with other users in the system. Without tight offline-online identity binding [2] , these systems are vulnerable to the Sybil attack [3] : the situation where an attacker forges many identities, each called a Sybil, and joins a target system for various adversarial objectives. For example, socialbots in online social networks control hijacked or adversary-owned user accounts in order to infiltrate these networks, steal private user data, spread misinformation, and distribute malware [4] , [5] .
A large body of work [6] - [10] on defending against the Sybil attack models identity-based systems as graphs, where nodes represent identities and edges between nodes represent well-defined relationships (e.g., user profiles and mutual friendships in Facebook, respectively). These defence schemes utilize Graph-based Sybil Detection (GSD) algorithms to find identities that are likely to be Sybil based on their topological properties in the graph [11] , [12] .
Even though many GSD algorithms exist, it is still unclear how these algorithms can be systematically evaluated, especially given that they make different assumptions about the used adversary and graph models. In this paper, we aim to bridge this knowledge gap. We present an analytical framework for systematic evaluation of GSD algorithms, along with an open-source implementation. In this framework, we define formal models to design, analyze, implement, and evaluate existing and new GSD algorithms under different adversary and graph models (Section III). We use this framework, along with a dataset of a real-world Sybil activity in Facebook [4] , to systematically tackle important questions about the design and analysis of GSD algorithms in social and information systems (Section IV). We make the following contributions:
• We propose a unified framework for evaluating GSD algorithms along with an open-source implementation.
• We analytically show that GSD algorithms should be designed to find a local community structure around known honest identities (i.e., non-Sybil), regardless of the global community structure in the graph.
• We empirically show that GSD algorithms should be run regularly in order to capture the evolution of the graph, during which Sybils can be detected before they "strongly connect" to honest identities.
In the context of GSD algorithms, our work sheds light on the importance of graph evolution over time, introducing a paradigm shift from graph statistics to dynamics [13] .
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We now present the background required for the framework we define later in this paper (Section II-A). We also survey related work and compare it to ours (Section II-B).
A. Systems and graphs
We focus on open, online, and identity-based social and information systems such as Facebook, Amazon, and Dropbox. In these systems, user identities and their relationships can be modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where every node u ∈ V represents a user identity and every edge e = (u, v) ∈ E represents a well-defined relationship between two identities (e.g., friendship, financial transaction, or file sharing among users in Facebook, Amazon, and Dropbox, respectively). In the graph G, there are |V | = n nodes and |E| = m edges. A node u ∈ V has a degree deg(u), which is the sum of the weights on all edges incident to u. In unweighted graphs, every edge is assigned a unit weight. In what follows, we present three basic properties of graphs that are crucial for understanding GSD algorithms. From now on, all graphs we describe are assumed to be undirected, unweighted, non-bipartite, and connected, unless we state otherwise.
1) Centrality:
Given a graph of a system, there is typically a subset of nodes that exhibit desirable topological features which make them important for proper system operation [14] . For example, high-degree nodes in social networks represent influential users who are good candidates for initial free promotion of products in viral marketing campaigns [15] . To capture this intuition, we define the node centrality κ of a graph G = (V, E) as a mapping
which assigns a centrality index c i ∈ [0, 1] to every node u i ∈ V quantifying how important the node is when compared to all other nodes in G, where a larger centrality index indicates higher importance. In other words, κ defines a total order (u 1 , c 1 ) · · · (u n , c n ) among nodes in G by their centrality indices. For example, the degree centrality κ D of a graph G assigns an index c i to every u i ∈ V as defined by
2) Mixing time: The mixing time of a graph is tightly related to its connectivity, where a well-connected graph is fast mixing and a poorly-connected graph is slow mixing [16] , [17] . We formalize this property in what follows. Given a graph G = (V, E), the transition matrix P of G is an n×n stochastic matrix, where every entry p ij represents the probability of moving from node u i ∈ V to node u j ∈ V , as defined by
The event of moving from one node to another in G is captured by a Markov chain representing a random walk over G. A random walk W = (u i , . . . , u t ) of length k over G is a sequence of nodes that starts at the initial node u i and ends at the terminal node u t , following the transition probability defined in Equation 3 . The Markov chain is called ergodic if it is irreducable and aperiodic. In that case, the Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution to which the random walk converges as k → ∞. The stationary distribution π of a Markov chain is a probability distribution that is invariant to the transition matrix, that is, whenever πP = π. The stationary distribution of the Markov chain over G is a 1 × n probability vector, and is defined as
where π(u i ) is the ith entry in π and represents the landing probability of node u i ∈ V . The marginal distribution π k of the Markov chain over G is a 1 × n probability vector, where π k (u i ) is the landing probability of node u i ∈ V at step k of the random walk. The total variation distance ||π k − π|| TV between the marginal and stationary distributions is a measure of how "close" these distribution are, and is defined by
The mixing time T ( ) of the Markov chain over G, when parameterized by a total variation distance error > 0, is the minimal length of the random walk required for the marginal distribution to be -close to the stationary distribution in total variation distance, and is defined by
and bounded by [16] 
where λ ∈ (−1, 1) is the second largest eigenvalue of P . We say the Markov chain over G is fast mixing if T ( ) is polynomial in log n and log(1/ ).
3) Community structure:
Today's open, identity-based social and information systems are referred to as complex networks, as their graphs exhibit non-trivial topological features [18] . One of these features is the community structure, which was first formalized in mathematical sociology [19] . Given a graph G = (V, E), a community is a subgraph G = (V , E ) representing a tightly-knit set of nodes that are sparsely connected to the rest of the nodes in G. Accordingly, we define community detection χ, also known as graph clustering, as a mapping
that partitions G into c non-empty, node-disjoint subgraphs
A widely used quality measure for community detection is the modularity Q of the clustering χ(G) [20] , which is a mapping
that assigns a quality value q ∈ [−0.5, 1] to the clustering χ(G), as defined by
where deg G (V ) is the sum of weights on all edges in G that are incident to every node in V . The higher the quality value q is, the better the detected community is. One possible definition for χ is to maximize Q over all possible clustering χ(G) [21] , which was shown to be an NP-hard problem [22] .
A related quality measure for community detection is the conductance φ of the graph, which is a mapping
that assigns a value h > 0 to G, known as the Cheeger constant of the graph, as defined by
where H is the set of all pairs C = {G L , G R } ∈ χ(G), each called a cut, representing all possible clustering in G of length c = 2. In turn, the cut conductance ϕ is a mapping
that assigns a value ω > 0 to the cut C = {G L , G R } quantifying how well-connected the graph is across the corresponding left and right subgraphs of the cut, and is defined by
The Cheeger constant h of the graph G quantifies how wellconnected G is when all cuts in G are considered. A small h indicates the existence of a relatively sparse cut separating two well-knit subgraphs. For all clustering χ(G) of length c = 2, a possible definition for χ is to compute φ, which was shown to be an NP-complete problem [23] .
Given a graph G, our previous intuition on the tight relationship between connectivity, conductance, and mixing time is reinforced by the bound [16] 
where λ is the second largest eigenvalue in Equation 7 . The graph conductance controls how fast a random walk in G converges to its stationary distribution, which in turn quantifies how well-connected the graph is. This observation, as we show next, underlies state-of-the-art GSD algorithms.
B. Graph-based Sybil detection
We consider Sybil defences that leverage the system graph to uncover latent Sybil identities. Ideally, each user in the system is intended to have a single honest identity and is expected to use this identity when interacting with other users in the system. We call a user with multiple identities a Sybil user and each of the used identities a Sybil identity.
Given a graph G of a system, state-of-the-art Graph-based Sybil Detection (GSD) algorithms operate on G by making the following assumptions [11] , [12] : First, the system owner knows at least one honest identity in G. Second, the adversary cannot establish arbitrarily many relationships between Sybil and honest identities. Third, the subgraph induced by the set of honest identities is fast mixing. Given these assumptions, GSD algorithms try to find a sparse cut C = {G L , G R } in G that minimizes the graph conductance such that G L consists of mostly honest identities, as verified by the known ones, and G R consists of mostly Sybil identities. We formalize a generalization of this intuition in Section III.
Recent research showed that graphs of real-world social and information systems do not necessarily conform to the assumptions above. For example, Leskovec et al. [24] showed that such graphs have many small periphery communities that do not form one big community or cluster. Likewise, Mohaisen et al. [25] showed that these graphs are generally not fast mixing. Moreover, Boshmaf et al. [5] showed that an adversary can infiltrate a target online social network at a large scale by tricking users into establishing relationships with Sybils. To this end, it is unclear how GSD algorithms perform when these assumptions do not hold in practice. Viswanath et al. [9] were among the first to study this problem, and they empirically showed that existing GSD algorithms work by detecting communities around known honest nodes. We build on their work and present a novel analytical framework for systematic evaluation of GSD algorithms. Our framework enables the design and analysis of existing and new GSD algorithms with analytically-sound security guarantees that can be easily evaluated empirically. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide a comprehensive treatment of this topic.
III. A UNIFIED FRAMEWORK FOR GSD ALGORITHMS
We now define the models underlying our framework. We implemented all of the discussed models for graph-based Sybil 1 The package offers simple abstractions to design, implement, and evaluate GSD algorithms. For a short overview of the implementation, we point the reader to our technical report [26] . We also summarize all of the notations used in this paper in Table I .
A. System model
Every identity in the system is either Sybil or honest. We refer to this classification as the label of the identity. A region R = (V R , E R , K R ) of a system consists of a region graph G R = (V R , E R ) and a node set K R ⊂ V R . In the region graph G R , every node in V R represents a unique identity and every edge in E R represents a well-defined relationship between two identities. The set K R contains nodes in V R that have known labels as indicated by the ground truth , which is a mapping
that is defined by
Given the ground truth , we define two non-overlapping regions. The first is the honest region H = (V H , E H , K H ), and it consists of only honest identities along with their relationships. In this region, we assume the system owner knows at least |K H | ≥ 1 identities such that (u) = 0 for every u ∈ K H . Similarly, the second region S = (V S , E S , K S ) is the Sybil region, and it consists of only Sybil identities along with their relationships. We also assume the system owner knows |K S | ≥ 0 identities such that (u) = 1 for every u ∈ K S . Typically, the set K S = ∅. To this end, every identity in the system belongs to either H or S but not both. The network N = (H, S, A) of a system consists of an honest region H, a Sybil region S, and a non-empty set A of attack edges that connect the two regions, and is defined by
Typically, the system owner has knowledge of only the network graph
The network graph models bilateral and triadic relationships found in social and information systems [27] . The system owner does not know the ground truth nor the network N , but aims to label the nodes in G N correctly.
We demonstrate the system model in Figure 1 .
B. Adversary model
The objective of an adversary is to manipulate the network graph using some strategy in order to successfully mount a Sybil attack. An attack, for example, may involve harvesting private user data in online social networks [5] , polluting the voting scheme of online reputation systems [28] , or subverting routing and replication services in DHTs [29] . We formalize this intuition in what follows. Given a snapshot of a network N and its graph G N at some particular point in time, an adversary α is a mapping
that alters the Sybil region S and the attack edges A, using some adversarial strategy. For the defender (i.e., the system owner), the adversary α is capable of transforming
, which reflects all alterations made by the adversary α, where
We disregard changes made to the honest region H, as they originate from honest identities rather than Sybil ones.
We define two adversaries in the network N : A regular adversary α r , and a social adversary α s . The regular adversary α r has a complete control over the Sybil region S, but cannot establish more than O(n/T ( )) attack edges, where T ( ) is the mixing time of the Markov chain over G N . This bound is typically assumed in GSD algorithms [11] , [12] , as one expects the adversary to require non-trivial social engineering capabilities in order to establish many attack edges. The social adversary α s , however, is more resourceful and has the same capabilities of α r but can establish arbitrarily large number of attack edges, which is motivated by recent empirical results in online social networks [4] , [30] . In practice, the adversary α is limited by the scale of changes made between G N and G 
C. Detection model
Following the intuition of node centrality, Sybil identities often exhibit unique topological features which make them distinguishable from honest identities. For example, outliers, nodes that have proportionally smaller degree centrality indices when compared to others, represent isolated identities that are likely to be Sybil [9] . Accordingly, we define a detector δ in a given network graph G N as a mapping
which assigns a rank r i ∈ [0, 1] to every u i ∈ V N that describes how Sybil-like the corresponding identity is, where a higher rank value indicates the identity is more likely to be Sybil. Thus, δ defines a total order (u 1 , r 1 ) · · · (u n , r n ) among nodes in V N by their rank values, which was shown to be the case for GSD algorithms [9] . The detector δ is called binary if for every u i ∈ V N , the rank value r i ∈ {0, 1}. Otherwise, the detector δ is called scaler.
A detector by itself does not label identities, but rather finds a linear ordering of the corresponding nodes. Accordingly, one needs to define a cutoff position in the ordering after which nodes are considered to represent Sybil identities. To capture this intuition, we define a detection threshold τ ∈ [0, 1] for every detector δ operating on G N . This allows us to define a partitioner ψ for δ using τ , which is as a mapping
that splits the network graph G N into two non-empty, nodedisjoint subgraphs,
The resulting cut C = {G 
We assume the system owner can estimate the threshold τ for the used detector δ. For binary detectors, we set τ = 1. For scaler detectors, the owner can manually verify random samples of identities labeled as Sybil using different values of τ , and then pick τ that achieves the best detection performance [8] . This approach, however, is both expensive and non-scalable. We tackle this problem based on the following observation: As the nodes are ranked by how Sybil-like they are, we can estimate τ by minimizing the conductance over all subgraphs induced by the top-k ranked nodes, for 0 < k < n. Formally, let R = {r i : (u i , r i ) ∈ δ(G N )} be the set of ranks computed by a scaler detector δ, we accordingly define its detection threshold τ by
where G ri = (V ri , E ri ) is a subgraph of G N induced by the node set V ri ⊂ V N , which is defined by . We demonstrate the detection model in Figure 2 .
D. Performance model
Given a GSD algorithm Δ = (δ, τ, ψ) and its corresponding cut C := ψ(δ(G N ), τ) in the graph G N of the network N , we define the detection performance ρ of Δ as a mapping
that computes a performance score p ∈ [0, 1] describing how well δ performs in labeling identities when partitioned by ψ using τ , as compared to the correct labels identified by the ground truth in H and S. A higher score means a better performance, which also indicates a labeling that is "closer" to the one defined by . The ground truth labeling has a unit performance score p = 1.
IV. FRAMEWORK ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Armed with the framework presented in Section III, we tackle three important questions regarding the systematic evaluation of GSD algorithms in social and information systems. Our aim here is to relax the strong assumptions made about the used adversary and graphs models by exploring the design space of GSD algorithms, and then picking the techniques that offer both analytically-sound security properties and practically-efficient computation.
A. How should one measure the detection performance?
GSD algorithms can be treated as classifiers that label nodes as either Sybil; the positive class, or honest; the negative class. This allows us to use well-known performance measures that are suited for classification problems [31] . As presented in Section III-D, let C := ψ(δ(G N ), τ) be a cut found by the algorithm Δ = (δ, τ, ψ) in the graph G N of a network N . We accordingly define the algorithm's true negative rate ρ N , or its specificity, by and its true positive rate ρ P , or its sensitivity, by
Given these performance measures, the analysis using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) becomes possible [32] . In the absence of a ground truth , which is the case for online classification, GSD algorithms should provide formal bounds on how many Sybil identities could be ranked lower than honest identities, and thus limiting the false positive rate 1−ρ N . Alternatively, the algorithm should provide provable bounds on how many Sybils per attack edge can exist in the system in the worst case. We show an example of such a desirable guarantee in what follows.
B. How should one design GSD algorithms?
GSD algorithms operate by finding a community structure around known honest nodes [9] . This can be achieved by using either global or local community detection. In what follows, we present two GSD algorithms based the global community detection algorithm by Girvan and Newman [33] , and the local community detection algorithm by Andersen, Chung, and Lang [34] . We analytically show why the latter is more Sybilresilient in the context of GSD algorithms, while the earlier is still needed for the case when the honest region has existing community structures, and therefore, is not fast mixing.
We start with global community detection. The intuition of node centrality of graphs, which we defined in Section II-A1, can be extended to edges as well. This allows us to define an edge centrality measure that is useful for detecting global community structures. Given a graph G, the edge betweenness centrality κ B of G is a mapping that assigns every edge e i ∈ E a centrality index c i ∈ [0, 1] as defined by
where σ(s, t) is the number of shortest paths between the nodes s and t, and σ(s, t | e i ) is the number of shortest paths between the same nodes that pass through the edge e i . In Equation 28 , let σ(s, t) = 1 if s = t, σ(s, t | e i ) = 0 if e i = (s, t), and 0/0 = 0 by convention [35] .
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From graph connectivity perspective, edges that have high betweenness centrality represent bridge-like connectors between two dense subgraphs or communities. The removal of these edges will affect the connectivity between many pairs of nodes through the shortest paths between them, and potentially will disconnect the graph into two communities. Based on this observation, we present a GSD algorithm Δ G = (δ G , τ, ψ) whose detector δ G is binary and ranks the nodes in G N by their membership to the subgraphs defined by a sparse cut in G N . The cut is found by repeatedly removing edges with the highest betweenness centrality until the graph becomes disconnected, as described in Figure 3 .
We can compute the edge betweenness of G N and decide whether it is disconnected in O(nm) time [35] , [36] . If the regions H and S are relatively balanced and fast mixing, we expect the attack edges established by a regular adversary α r to have the highest betweenness centrality. In this case, the detector δ G will take O(gnm) time to rank all of the nodes in G N , where g = O(n/T ( )) is the number of attack edges. In fact, this is the best attack scenario for the system owner. In GSD algorithms [12] , only the tighter case of = Θ(1/n) is considered, and thus T ( ) = O(log n) leading to a running time of O(mn 2 / log n) or O(n 4 / log n) in dense graphs.
One drawback of global community detection is that we start by processing the largest possible input: The whole network graph G N . A more serious drawback, in the context of GSD algorithms, is that we make unrealistic assumptions about the structure of the Sybil region S, which we know is under the complete control of the adversary α r . For example, if α r carefully alters S such that it consists of two identical but disconnected components that are only connected to H via attack edges, then δ G will misclassify half of the Sybils. This leads us to the direction of local community detection, where we aim to find a sparse cut near a trusted set of nodes, independently from the global community structure of the graph. We now formalize this intuition. Let us consider a random walk W = (u i , . . . , u t ) of length k over a network graph G N , where the initial node is u i ∈ K H . We call W a lazy random walk if k < T( ). Assuming a regular adversary α r and a fast mixing honest region H, there are g = O(n/T ( )) attack edges that represent a sparse cut between H and S. In this case, a lazy random walk W in G N is expected to contain mostly nodes from H, as the walk is unlikely to traverse one of the relatively few attack edges and enter S. In other words, the landing probability π k (u i ) of every u i at step k of the walk is expected to be relatively large if u i ∈ V H , as compared to π k (u j ) for every u j ∈ V S . Recall that π k can be defined iteratively by
where π 0 is the initial landing probability distribution, we can compute the landing probability π k (u i ) for every u i ∈ V N at step k by
For the case of k ≥ T ( ), it follows that ||π k − π|| TV ≤ , and Equation 4 can be used to approximate π k [37] .
Based on this observation, we present a GSD algorithm Δ L = (δ L , τ, ψ) whose detector δ L is scaler and assigns a rank r i = 1 − (π k (u i )/ deg(u i )) to every node u i ∈ V N . The rank value r i is the degree-normalized landing probability of u i in a random walk that starts from any node u j ∈ K N with equal probability, but terminates after a small number of steps k = O(log n) regardless to the mixing time of G N , as described in Figure 4 .
The detector δ L runs in O(n log n) time, and assuming the adversary α r establishes attack edges with honest nodes at random, δ L guarantees that the total number of Sybil identities that are ranked lower than honest identities is O(g log n) [8] , [34] . Thus, local community detection is more efficient and Sybil-resilient when compared to global community detection. The network graph, however, may have many small periphery communities that do not form one big community or cluster [24] , and thus, are not fast mixing [25] . To tackle this problem, we can use the non-Sybil-resilient global community detection to split the graph into a set of non-empty, nodedisjoint subgraphs, as described in Equation 8. This could be achieved efficiently by locally maximizing the gain in modularity around every node in the graph, just as in the well-known Louvain method [38] . After global community detection, each identified community is considered a new but smaller network graph where local community detection can be applied to detect Sybils around a set of known honest identities. For the likely case when the smaller network graph does not contain any of the original known honest identities, the system owner can construct one by manually verifying a small random sample of the nodes [39] , which has the advantage of making the system more resilient to an adversary who tries to established attack edges with known honest nodes, as compared to a deterministic method.
C. How often should one run GSD algorithms?
Given a social adversary α s , we expect both Δ G and Δ L to be ineffective, as the number of attack edges can grow arbitrarily large. In fact, for Δ L the O(g log n) bound means that O(n) identities can get misclassified if g = Ω(n/ log n), which is explained by the absence of a sparse cut between the Sybil and the honest regions. The adversary, however, is expected to spend a relatively long time before the edges are established, as this involves carrying out a non-trivial social engineering attack [5] . This leads us to the direction of graph dynamics, where one considers the growth of communities in the network graph over time, as demonstrated in Figure 5 .
To explore how often the system owner is required to run a GSD algorithm, we used a dataset of a recent real-world Sybil activity in Facebook [4] . The dataset describes the results of a research experiment that evaluated the feasibility of running a large-scale infiltration campaign by ∼ 100 automated fake accounts in Facebook. The data were collected over the period from January 28 through March 23 in 2011, during which a total of 3, 190 attack edges were established between Sybil and honest identities. Figure 6 (a) shows how fast these edges were established. The rapid increase after two weeks is explained by the triadic closure principle [40] : After establishing the first 300 attack edges, the Sybils were able to have mutual connections with honest identities, which improved the subsequent success rate of the infiltration.
Let us consider the Largest Connected Component (LCC) in the BFS-sampled graph. 2 We focus on the first two weeks of the infiltration, January 28 through February 9, which we show in Figure 6 (b). During the two weeks, a total of 300 attack edge were established between honest identities in the LCC and 100 Sybils, where the latter formed a clique or a completelyconnected graph. After applying Louvain method [38] , the honest identities that had at least one attack edge with the Sybils were assigned to a single dense subgraph in the LCC, which represented a community structure consisting of 10, 053 nodes and 41, 654 edges, with an average clustering coefficient of 0.3271 and a diameter of 15. We marked this dense subgraph as the honest region, and then for every new attack edge we ran the local community detector Δ L on the resulting network graph for 10 times and calculated its average true positive rate, where in each run we picked a node in the honest region at random and marked it as the known honest node. As shown in Figure 6 (c), as the number of attack edges increased, the average true positive rate of Δ L decreased all the way down to zero. This gives us an indicator that for GSD algorithms to be effective, they need to be run regularly; at least on a weekly basis in this case. To be computationally efficient, on the other hand, GSD algorithms have to be adjusted so that they perform incremental processing of the network graph as it evolves, in a way similar to real-time graph mining [41] .
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a unified framework to reason about and evaluate Graph-based Sybil Detection (GSD) algorithms. Using the framework, along with a dataset of a real-world Sybil activity in Facebook, we showed that GSD algorithms should be designed to find local community structure around a set of known honest identities, while incrementally tracking the changes in the graph as nodes and edges are added and removed. Moving from graph statistics to graph dynamics promises better detection performance, as one expects to achieve an early detection of Sybil identities in social and information systems.
We are currently investigating different ways to design an incremental GSD algorithm that scales to graphs consisting of hundreds of millions of nodes, while providing near real-time detection of Sybil identities with formal security guarantees.
